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The Chinese government is forcing game companies to reveal the odds behind their loot boxes. ... China Tells Game Creators:
“Publish Your Loot Box Odds” ... The serious news is that now it's going after in-game loot boxes too. ... new laws which state
that loot boxes in popular games like Overwatch encourage gambling.. Thanks to new Chinese gaming regulations, Blizzard
revealed just ... to know the chance of getting multiple legendaries or epics in a loot box, .... Photo: The contents of a loot box
are only revealed after you open it. ... the sails of the efforts to regulate and crack down on predatory practices in game
monetisation", ... *Odds for China, where it is mandatory to publish them.. Blizzard reveals Overwatch and Hearthstone loot box
odds ... drops will be required to reveal the underlying odds in compliance with new Chinese regulations.. Blizzard has publicly
revealed its Overwatch loot box probabilities as new Chinese regulations aimed at online gaming kicked in this month. These
regulations, reported by Eurogamer sister site Metabomb, went live at the ... indeed, if other countries follow suit and make
similar demands in the near future.. In video games, a loot box is a consumable virtual item which can be redeemed to receive a
... The Chinese free-to-play game ZT Online (or simply Zhengtu) which was ... With the financial success of Overwatch and its
loot-box systems, several ... than games of chance and thus are unregulated under most gambling laws, .... Last December,
China's Ministry of Culture released a new set of ... including a regulation that requires developers of video games that feature
random loot. ... that feature random loot boxes to reveal the odds of players receiving items. ... of the Storm, Overwatch, and
Counter-Strike all rely on loot boxes as .... The Chinese regulations that started around May 2017 state that any ... Needless to
say the most sought after items do not drop all that often, and up until ... At a very basic level, each Overwatch loot box is
guaranteed to have at least one rare .... Chinese gaming regulations have forced Blizzard Entertainment to open up about what's
hiding inside Overwatch's loot boxes. The company .... Overwatch Loot Box Probabilities Revealed – Thanks to Chinese
Gaming ... Chinese gaming regulations have forced Blizzard Entertainment to reveal ... German Gamers Finally Receive the
Uncut Version of Half-Life After 19 .... The odds for Overwatch are as follows: Every box contains at least one rare (blue) item.
Players get an .... Blizzard Reveals Overwatch Loot Box Odds In China. Gaming ... As element of a new regulation that not too
long ago went into impact, game makers ought to now disclose loot box odds in China. ... The odds for Overwatch are as
follows:.. Thanks to new Chinese gaming regulations, Blizzard revealed just how likely you are to get different tiers of loot from
Overwatch loot boxes. According to the.. microtransactions in gaming, especially the use of “loot boxes”—randomized ...
financial terms, EA is thought to have lost $3.1 billion in stock value following consumer ... box odds (“draw rates”) is
increasingly common: EA, for instance, revealed the odds for ... Blizzard avoids China's loot laws by selling Overwatch in-..
Major Video Game Companies Commit to Disclosing Loot Box Probability ... (ESA) announced at the Federal Trade
Commission's loot box workshop on Wednesday ... “would require the disclosure of the relative rarity or probabilities of ... drop
rates for Overwatch to comply with Chinese gaming regulations.. China now requires video game developers to reveal the item
odds in loot boxes, with companies complying or receiving temporary .... Due to new regulations regarding digital goods being
sold in China and their strict crackdown on potential gambling possibilities within interactive entertainment, Blizzard and other
companies operating in the region have been forced to reveal the loot box probabilities in games .... Following the Chinese
government's ruling on Online loot box based games, ... revealed the drop rates and loot box probabilities for Overwatch. ... the
first of many major companies who will follow these new regulations.. I can't count the number of times I've played two or
three more Overwatch matches than I was planning to because I was so close to the chance .... Unlike Vegas, Overwatch doesn't
reveal the probability of winning decent items. ... As Joystiq noted in a 2012 explainer, most people hate loot boxes, but that ...
console games a short while ago, so such regulation isn't that surprising. ... After all, other types of in-game purchases have
caught the eyes of US ... c715b3ac09
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